bother students much. They adapt easily to the different modes of editing the graphs; e.g., for trees and networks, there are excellent online demonstration resources for spanning trees (MSTs) and network flows 2000b; Gough 2006 ].
CSLI's Tarski's World is invaluable for presenting quantification in the treatment of logic [Barwise and Etchemendy 1993] . Initial use of this resource without quantification generally precedes the treatment of quantification. When the students advance to using universal and existential quantifiers and variables, it is useful to encourage them not to label the objects in the "World," the impact of the quantification is then more dramatic and powerful in the learning process.
How high a learning curve will the students face? Is it efficient in terms of time? Does it have a graphic or a syntactic interface? The simplest introduction to logic gates is Calderwood's introduction in the form of automations [Calderwood 2006 ] Hacker's [2002 excellent combinatorial circuit exercise is easy for students to use for single-output circuits. Circuit simplification exercises are also supported by Hacker's software, which appeals to students because they can produce professional-looking results and replicate examples and exercises from any textbook. Students can design a circuit by entering the Boolean function or by directly building the circuit model and testing the logic, after which they can see the Boolean function equivalent to the circuit they built. Timing diagrams are available for the hardware-oriented student. Hacker's [2006] Web Release Version 4.0, January 2006 is for practice with logic gates and combinatorial circuits. Select module WinBoolean for more advanced practice, selecting from modules BoolTut and WinCounter.
Is there a resource for material the instructor wants to cover? If an interactive resource on acyclic hypergraphs and GYO or Graham reduction [Ullman 2006or Hasse diagrams and partial order is desired, there doesn't seem to be a good specific resource available. Graph-Magics [Ciubatii 2005 ] is one of the best graph-editing tools (but requires licensing). It supports general graph-editing, demonstrations and the development of exercises on shortest path, minimal spanning tree, maximum flow, minimum cut, Eulerian and Hamiltonian paths, the Chinese postman problem, maximal subset of independent vertices, maximum clique, graph-coloring, graph center, graph median, and so on. With parameterization, different types of graphs (bipartite, grid, tree, etc.) can be generated quickly; graph representation can also be explored with Graph-Magics. If typing vertices (as in resource allocation graphs for deadlock modeling) is desired, a number of different vertex shapes is available.
General Ubiquitous tools, like Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Word, are sometimes very useful. There are a number of simple exercises that can be performed using Microsoft Excel. Microsoft Word's color selection facilities permit convenient experimentation with color vectors. Critical path concepts can be explored using Microsoft Project.
In addition to Ross' paper, included in this issue, we now list software for exploring automata theory and formal languages. JFLAP [Rodger and Finley 2006; www.jflap.org] is an extensive package for experimenting with several types of automata, grammars, regular expressions, and parsing methods. The automata one can build with JFLAP include nondeterministic finite automata, pushdown automata, and multitape Turing machines. The parsers in JFLAP include brute-force parsing, LL (1) parsing. The grammars we can build with JFLAP include regular grammars, context-free grammars, unrestricted grammars and L-systems. In addition, JFLAP allows us to study the proofs of theorems by studying the conversions of one form of a language to another via an example. For example, we can create a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA), then step through the creation of the equivalent deterministic finite automaton (DFA), and then step through the creation of a minimal state DFA. JFLAP is a versatile tool and is easy to learn to use. The following two systems study automata in a nongraphical manner. Sutner [1994] developed a package called automata (based on Mathematica) to study finite automata. Finite automata are entered as tuples in Mathematica code. Sutner's package implements several algorithms to generate and manipulate finite automata, such as converting a regular expression to a finite automaton. Hannay [1992; developed tools for experimenting with several types of automata, including finite automata, pushdown automata, and Turing machines. With each of these tools, the user types in the formal definition of the machine, which is either in the form of a long mathematical tuple or a tabular format.
There are several tools that represent automata as graphs, but each tool only addresses one type of automata. Stallman et al. [1991] developed a graph tool to interactively draw an FA; AMS [Lee 1990 ] is a tool for simulating FA; Grinder [2002] developed one for experimenting with finite state automata; and McDonald [2002] invented a tool for experimenting with pushdown automata. JCT [Robinson et al. 1999 ] is for experimenting with both finite automata and Turing machines.
We mention several other software tools for teaching automata. Turing's World [Barwise and Etchemendy 1993] . is a user manual with software for simulating TM's. In Turing's World the user can define and simulate sophisticated Turing machines in a building block manner by copying and pasting parts of machines for other machines, and reusing machines as "submachines" by referring to their names. We can also build finite automata with this tool, but the focus is mainly on Turing machines.
Taylor [1998] has written an automata theory textbook that integrates with software, called Deus Ex Machina [Savoiu 1998 ], which allows us to simulate seven models of computation, with the most extensive number of example files on Turing and vector machines. The machines that come with the software are pushdown automata, finite automata, 1 and 2-tape Turing machines, linear bounded automata, Markov, register machines, and vector machines.
Logo and Prolog are among the programming environments that are useful in discrete mathematics. Logo can be used to introduce turtle graphics, and thus serve as a "readiness" exercise for Lindenmeyer systems, such as offered by the L-System module in JFLAP. Logo is well known as a practice environment for recursion. Prolog offers practice with sets, lists, recursion, and infix/prefix notation. SQL can be used to explore equivalence relations implicit in uses of the GROUP BY syntax, as Wu [2005] has shown.
A number of resource lists are available, including the Math Forum and Drexel University, the Utah State University National Library of Virtual Manipulatives for Interactive Mathematics [Cannon et al. 2006] , formal methods' education resources. An annotated list of applets compiled by Susanna Epp is appended to this article [Epp 2006] .
When it comes to the advanced treatment of logic, after a discussion at the "Teaching Formal Methods" symposium in Ghent, Belgium, in 2005, Raymond Boute, University of Ghent, commented, "Perhaps you recall my critique on Maple: sets, and other concepts traditionally categorized under 'discrete math', are apparently added as an afterthought by some programmer. Indeed, sets containing a small number of elements are specified by listing these elements, but the sets are considered dependent on the order in the list. Ideal to cause permanent misconceptions in students! -Thus far, Isabelle/Isar (by Nipkow and Paulson) seems to be the best tool to support logic for discrete math, but has a few idiosyncrasies that need cleaning up." [Boute 2005; ISAR 2006] . In this connection it should be noted that the representation of sets in Prolog is affected by Prolog ordering.
For the future, we can hope for success in Peter Henderson's ITiCSE working group project [ITiCSE 2002] .
